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Product Overview
Powerful analytics for web, mobile, and desktop.
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Why Countly?
Secure and all-in-one insights for better decision making
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Features
70+ features for better customer journeys
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Privacy and Security
Make user trust your most important asset




Solutions


SOLUTIONS BY INDUSTRIES
Whatever you do or wherever you are, Countly has a solution for you
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Healthcare
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Financials
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Telecommunications
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Tech/SaaS
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Education
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Retail


SOLUTIONS BY TEAMS
The platform where all data and all teams come to thrive
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Product Teams
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Engineering Teams
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Sales Teams
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Marketing Teams
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Customer Success Teams




PricingCustomersResources


Using Countly
Everything you need to navigate through your data
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Documentation
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Contact Support


Understanding Product Analytics
Find ways to elevate your strategies and make every data point count
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Blog
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The Product-Led Story





Get started with FlexCOUNTLY FLEX | CLOUD

Talk to an Enterprise expertCOUNTLY ENTERPRISE | SELF-HOSTED OR CLOUD


Get Countly 


COUNTLY FLEX | CLOUD
🚀  Get started with Flex ->
Start free, and scale as your app gains more monthly active users. Your success is our success.


COUNTLY ENTERPRISE | SELF-HOSTED OR CLOUD
💬  Talk to an Enterprise expert ->
Join us for a live demo to see how Countly can help you build an ideal product experience.
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Sorry, we can't find the page you are looking for, but below are some pages we think you might be interested in.
Why Countly? →
Features →
Mobile Analytics →
Countly Academy →
Web Analytics →
Privacy by Design →
Desktop Analytics →
About Us →
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Stay updated on the latest product analytics trends and Countly news.
Sign up for our Newsletter.
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